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ABSTRACT

Anti-CRISPR (Acr) proteins naturally inhibit CRISPR-
Cas adaptive immune systems across bacterial and
archaeal domains of life. This emerging field has
caused a paradigm shift in the way we think about
the CRISPR-Cas system, and promises a number
of useful applications from gene editing to phage
therapy. As the number of verified and predicted
Acrs rapidly expands, few online resources have
been developed to deal with this wealth of infor-
mation. To overcome this shortcoming, we devel-
oped AcrHub, an integrative database to provide an
all-in-one solution for investigating, predicting and
mapping Acr proteins. AcrHub catalogs 339 non-
redundant experimentally validated Acrs and over
70 000 predicted Acrs extracted from genome se-
quence data from a diverse range of prokaryotic
organisms and their viruses. It integrates state-of-
the-art predictors to predict potential Acrs, and in-
corporates three analytical modules: similarity anal-
ysis, phylogenetic analysis and homology network
analysis, to analyze their relationships with known
Acrs. By interconnecting all modules as a platform,
AcrHub presents enriched and in-depth analysis of
known and potential Acrs and therefore provides
new and exciting insights into the future of Acr dis-
covery and validation. AcrHub is freely available at
http://pacrispr.erc.monash.edu/AcrHub/.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Bacteria and archaea have evolved a wide variety of
CRISPR-Cas systems to protect themselves from harmful
mobile genetic elements (MGEs), such as phages and plas-
mids (1–4). In response, MGEs evolved a series of potent
inhibitors, known as anti-CRISPRs (Acrs), to counteract
host CRISPR-Cas defence systems (5–11). Except for their
universally short sequences, Acrs have little in common with
each other, including very low sequence and structural sim-
ilarity. At least 50 distinct Acr families have been identified
across both bacterial and archaeal domains of life where
they each use different molecular mechanisms to inhibit
CRISPR-Cas systems (8–10,12–13). Outside the confined
environment of a microbial cell, Acrs have inspired a num-
ber of downstream applications, from gene editing tech-
nologies and protein engineering to phage therapy (10,14–
17), applications that are only limited by the relatively small
number of known Acr systems compared to the thousands
hidden in sequenced genomes.
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To overcome this shortfall, several resources were devel-
oped either to help categorize Acrs or predict new ones.
The three main resources involved in categorizing Acrs
are Anti-CRISPRdb (18), which is a compendium of ex-
perimentally verified Acrs, the Bondy-Denomy et al. on-
line spreadsheet (19) that consolidates Acr records under
a uniform naming convention, and AcrCatalog (20), which
is a list of predicted Acrs generated using a random for-
est based model. Alternatively, to identify putative Acrs
from within user-defined sequences, there are three on-
line toolkits available. Firstly, AcRanker (21), which ranks
phage proteomes for potential Acrs using an eXtreme Gra-
dient Boosting based model. Secondly, AcrFinder, which
integrates homology-based, guilt-by-association-based and
self-targeting approaches to identify potential Acrs from
prokaryotes and phage genomes (22). Thirdly, PaCRISPR
(23), which incorporates evolutionary information within
an ensemble model to predict Acr proteins from genomic
and metagenomic sequences. However, these toolkits are
prediction-oriented and have limited downstream capabil-
ities for further exploring those predicted Acrs.

Here, we present an integrative platform, AcrHub, to
offer an all-in-one, user-friendly solution for Acr protein
prediction, characterization and relationship analysis (Fig-
ure 1). AcrHub catalogs 339 non-redundant, experimen-
tally validated Acrs and 71 728 putative Acrs, each an-
notated with their relationships to known Acrs. Addition-
ally, three predictors were integrated into AcrHub for pre-
diction of Acr homologues and novel Acrs: a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) based predictor, AcRanker (21)
and PaCRISPR (23). To facilitate relationship analysis be-
tween known and potential Acrs, we developed three ana-
lytical modules: a BLAST-based similarity analysis, a mul-
tiple sequence alignment-based phylogenetic analysis, and
a homology-based network analysis. These tools can either
work independently or within the AcrHub pipeline to facil-
itate downstream relationship analysis of a newly predicted
Acr and thereby shorten the gap between prediction, func-
tional characterization and eventual experimental valida-
tion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Here we present the overall workflow of AcrHub in terms
of how we curated and annotated the data, and how we
designed and implemented the platform. The architecture
of AcrHub incorporates different kinds of modules, includ-
ing the Acr investigation modules and Acr functional mod-
ules (Figure 1).

Data curation and annotation

We extracted 574 experimentally verified Acrs along with
their basic annotations from current literature and avail-
able resources, including the Anti-CRISPRdb (18) and uni-
fied online Acr spreadsheet (19). After removing redundant
sequences, we obtained 339 Acr proteins. Where required,
we further manually annotated their attributes and func-
tions from the literature (10,12,14–15,24), including inhib-
ited stages, molecular mechanisms, targeted proteins and
the cellular contexts of Acrs (i.e. the species or cell types

each Acr has been validated in). Acrs were further anno-
tated with their tertiary structure, derived from the protein
data bank (PDB) (25), and their secondary structures using
the PSIPRED 4.0 server (26). For each Acr, the disorder
area was predicted using the IUPred2A server (27), and vi-
sualized by ECharts (https://echarts.apache.org/).

We then retrieved 232 616 non-redundant putative Acrs
from AcrCatalog (20). These putative Acrs were extracted
from 10 938 430 proteins from the genomes of prokary-
otic species and their viruses. Their potential inhibitor types
were also annotated according to the CRISPR-Cas types
that existed within the original host genomes. Using our
PaCRISPR predictor (23) that had been updated on the
latest Acr data (described in the following section), we re-
fined our list of 232 616 putative Acrs to 71 728. These puta-
tive Acrs were then incorporated into the AcrHub catalogue
and were further annotated with their PaCRISPR pre-
diction scores, HMM based prediction results, AcRanker
prediction scores and ranks, inhibited CRISPR types, se-
quences, lengths, accession links to track their original in-
formation from the NCBI resource (28) and their predicted
disorder areas.

For both experimentally verified and predicted Acrs,
we additionally provided multiple pre-calculated relation-
ship analyses to link them to known Acrs. For each en-
try, the homologous sequences were generated using the
BLAST tool (version 2.8.1+) (29) by searching against
known Acrs and then were visualized by BlasterJS (30).
The R library msa (31) was additionally used to gen-
erate and visualize their multiple sequence alignments.
For each entry, a phylogenetic tree was generated using
FastTree (version 2.1.8) (32) based on the multiple se-
quence alignments of this entry and known Acrs, which
were generated using the MAFFT tool (version v7.271)
(33). The open source phylogram d3 (https://github.com/
ConstantinoSchillebeeckx/phylogram d3) was used to vi-
sualize the tree. For each entry, a homology network was
generated using the all-against-all BLAST (version blast-
2.2.26) (34) on this entry and known Acrs, and then vi-
sualized by ECharts. For the linked nodes within the net-
work, their pairwise sequence alignments were generated
using EMBOSS Stretcher through its web service (35).

Functional module implementation

The functional modules of AcrHub are comprised of two
types of modules: one predictive module and three ana-
lytical modules. The analytical modules were designed to
complement the predictive modules and have been imple-
mented in the same manner as detailed within the ‘Data cu-
ration and annotation’ section. For the predictive module,
we incorporated existing prominent predictors for users to
choose from. Designed using different computational tech-
niques, currently existing tools have their own strengths and
drawbacks. Implementing a bioinformatic workflow based
on well-accepted biological discoveries, AcrFinder (22) ac-
cepts nucleotide sequences as input and can provide users
with the genomic context of Acrs. However, AcrFinder has
limited functionality because it cannot predict Acrs that
lack nearby anti-CRISPR-associated genes nor can it pre-
dict Acrs in genomes without complete CRISPR-Cas sys-
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Figure 1. Overview of AcrHub. (A) The investigation modules that can be used to examine catalogued Acrs; (B) the functional modules and their interac-
tions; (C) the ‘Detailed information’ page, using an experimentally validated Acr as example.

tems. In contrast, machine learning based tools are not re-
stricted in this way, and are usually more accurate in pre-
dicting novel Acrs. Among them, AcRanker (21) and the
AcrCatalog database method (20) mainly use sequence as-
sociated features to predict novel Acrs with similar charac-
teristics to known Acrs. Compared to AcRanker that ac-
cepts protein sequences as input, the AcrCatalog method
requires a complex matrix input before it will predict Acrs.

An alternative machine learning based predictor is
PaCRISPR (23), which was instead trained using position-
specific scoring matrix (PSSM) based features. Those high-
level features enable PaCRISPR to track the evolution-
ary history of Acrs, promising a greater capability to pre-
dict more distantly related Acrs. However, this potential
increase in accuracy comes at the expense of time, due to
the requirement to generate PSSMs. We therefore decided
to incorporate the more universal and user-friendly predic-
tion tools, AcRanker and PaCRISPR, into the predictive
module. AcRanker within AcrHub was implemented using
its open-source code and model (21), whereas PaCRISPR
within AcrHub was retrained using the same algorithm as
the PaCRISPR predictor (23), but with a more up-to-date
list of known Acrs. In this way, the evolutionary informa-

tion derived from the new Acrs was also incorporated into
PaCRISPR to expand its detection scope to discover fu-
ture novel Acrs. Additionally, we developed a lightweight
HMM based predictor using HMMER (36) to allow users
to rapidly detect homologues of known Acrs from their pro-
tein sequences of interest.

Website architecture

In general, the web interface of AcrHub was displayed by
JSP, CSS, jQuery (https://jquery.com/), Bootstrap (https:
//bootstrapdocs.com/) and their extension packages. The
logic actions were controlled by the JAVA (https://www.java.
com/) server development suite, including Struts 2 (https:
//struts.apache.org/) and Hibernate (https://hibernate.org/).
All experimentally validated and predicted Acr data was
stored in a MySQL database (https://www.mysql.com/).

Specifically, the functional modules introduce an ad-
ditional Perl CGI (https://metacpan.org/pod/CGI) based
server backend to handle those time-consuming opera-
tions. Each functional module (implemented as above) was
stringed together by a Perl thread within the server end. A
Gearman framework (http://gearman.org/) based queueing
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system was used to decouple the prompt-response-required
web interface and the time-consuming server backend for
better user experience.

PROFILING ACRHUB

AcrHub contains a browsable list of the known, experimen-
tally validated Acrs and a vast number of pre-calculated
potential Acrs, making it possible to conduct systematic,
comparative analyses to enhance current understanding
and facilitate future discovery. A majority of experimen-
tally validated Acrs are fewer than 150 amino acids in
length (Figure 2A), while the largest is comprised of 322
amino acids: AcrVA2 (AcrHub ID: Acr00311), identified
from a prophage and inhibiting the V-A CRISPR-Cas sys-
tem. Likewise, predicted Acrs are small molecules, where
the majority of Acrs were smaller than 150 amino acids
(Figure 2A). To date (as of September 2020), 11 inhibited
CRISPR types have been confirmed in Acrs (Figure 2C),
which has been identified from multiple origins, including
prokaryotes, phages and prophages (Figure 2B). Even from
our list of predicted Acrs catalogued in AcrHub, there are
novel types of CRISPR-Cas systems that are possibly in-
hibited (Figure 2D). In most cases, homologs exist within
the same inhibited CRISPR types due to additional related
homolog retrieval applied after a novel Acr was discov-
ered (Figure 2E). Few links exist across different inhibited
CRISPR types, highlighting their low sequence similarity.
Looking into the predicted Acrs (Figure 2E), we can see
some of them have links to known Acrs, which indicates that
they might have similar inhibited CRISPR types or func-
tions. On the other hand, most of the predicted Acrs have
no links to each other and only very few links within the pre-
dicted Acrs (Figure 2E). This promises the future discovery
of novel Acrs with distinct functions.

USING ACRHUB

The AcrHub platform includes Home, Anti-CRISPR inves-
tigation, Prediction, Relationship analysis, Help and Con-
tact modules (Figures 1, 3 and 4). Within Anti-CRISPR
investigation, AcrHub provides its investigation modules
to explore its list of 339 experimentally verified proteins
and 71 728 predicted proteins with Browse, Search, Statis-
tics and Download functions included (Figures 1 and 3). The
Prediction module provides users with state-of-the-art pre-
dictors to better assist users in predicting new Acrs using
their own query sequences. After successful prediction of a
new Acr, users can select from three visualization tools to
explore their data, or they can access those modules inde-
pendently under Relationship analysis: Similarity analysis,
Phylogenetic analysis and Homology network analysis (Fig-
ures 1 and 4). All of these tools and options are described
within the Help module, which includes a detailed overview
of AcrHub.

Using investigation modules to explore known and predicted
Acrs

The Acr investigation modules allow users to browse,
search, download and explore statistics and details of 339

known and 71 728 predicted Acrs stored within AcrHub
(Figures 1 and 3), and is found within the ‘Anti-CRISPR
investigation’ tab.

Browsing. The ‘Browse’ page presents the list of experimen-
tally validated and predicted Acrs. Experimentally vali-
dated Acrs are categorized by the CRISPR type that is
inhibited, and summarized with their AcrHub IDs, fam-
ilies, inhibited CRISPR types, inhibited stages, targeted
proteins, molecular mechanisms, cellular contexts, sources
of species, lengths, PDB accessions and PubMed IDs (28).
Predicted Acrs are sorted by their PaCRISPR prediction
scores, and summarized with their AcrHub IDs, inhibited
CRISPR types, lengths, NCBI resource accession num-
bers and prediction results from PaCRISPR, AcRanker
and the HMM based predictor.

Searching. The ‘Search’ page allows users to search for
known or predicted Acrs using AcrHub ID, UniProt ID,
possible protein name (smart partial match supported), in-
hibited CRISPR type and specified length. For users who
have a particular interest in Acrs with experimental at-
tributes and functions, we provide a search function to
allow users to specify an option, including protein struc-
ture, inhibited stage, molecular mechanism, targeted pro-
tein and cellular context. The ‘Search results’ page has an
output format similar to that described for the ‘Browse’
page, but filtered according to the search options.

Detailed information. The ‘Detailed information’ page
opens when a user selects one of the listed Acrs or pre-
dicted Acrs. The page provides all of the relevant an-
notations for that entry. For each of the known Acrs
(Figure 1C), experimental annotations (where available)
are: its name (as complete as possible), gene name, fam-
ily, inhibited CRISPR type(s), inhibited stage, molecular
mechanism, targeted protein, cellular context, source of
species, function, sequence, length, UniProt ID to trace
the original sequence information and PubMed ID to
trace the original reference. Experimentally confirmed
protein structures are provided where available, including
PDB accession numbers to track more comprehensive an-
notations therein and a link to trigger a popup for an inter-
active three-dimensional structure. A predicted visualiza-
tion of secondary structure is also presented. For each of
the 71 728 predicted Acrs within AcrHub (Figure 3C), an-
notations include possible inhibited CRISPR types, amino
acid sequence and length, and its prediction results, which
indicate the possibility of being an Acr. A link to its en-
try within the NCBI resource is also provided for more
comprehensive annotations. For both experimentally ver-
ified and predicted Acrs (Figures 1C and 3C), AcrHub
presents predicted disorder areas and pre-calculated re-
lationship analyses against known Acrs in AcrHub, in-
cluding sequence similarity, multiple sequence alignments,
phylogenetic relationships and homology networks. For
each Acr, this allows users to identify the closest related
Acr and provides links to access those known Acrs for
more information.

Statistics. The ‘Statistics’ page provides interactive visual-
izations on the statistics of AcrHub catalogued Acrs (val-
idated and putative) (Figure 3E). These include phyloge-
netic tree and homology network analyses, as well as pro-
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Figure 2. Acr Statistics. (A) Distribution of 339 experimentally verified Acrs and 71 728 predicted Acrs by their sequence lengths. (B) Distribution of 339
experimentally verified Acrs by their origin. The histogram chart counts the exact numbers, while the pie chart shows the percentage. This applies to panels
C and D. (C) Distribution of 339 experimentally verified Acrs in terms of their inhibited CRISPR types. The Acrs with two CRISPR types inhibited were
counted twice, once for each inhibited CRISPR type. (D) Distribution of 71 728 predicted Acrs in terms of their possible inhibited CRISPR types. As
there are 10 902 predicted Acrs not yet annotated (denoted by black circle segment), only 60 826 with possible inhibited CRISPR types were counted. The
predicted Acrs with more than one possible CRISPR types inhibited are counted for each of their inhibited CRISPR types. (E) Homology network of
339 experimentally verified Acrs and 71 728 predicted Acrs. The experimentally verified Acrs are grouped and colored by their inhibited CRISPR types,
while the predicted Acrs are indicated by an arc. Each node represents an Acr or a predicted Acr protein. A link between two nodes represents they have a
homology relationship. The more links a node has, the larger the node will be. This leads to the unequal distribution across the circle, with the much smaller
number of validated Acrs accounting for a larger proportion of the circle. All statistics are reflected in the interactive visualizations in the ‘Statistics’ page
of AcrHub.

tein distributions according to their (i) inhibited CRISPR
types, (ii) sequence lengths and (iii) species of origin. Users
can hover over any node of interest in the phylogenetic tree
or homology network to browse the summary informa-
tion for that Acr. Alternatively, users can click the node
of interest to investigate the detailed information for that
Acr. Users can also click any link in the homology network
to view the pairwise sequence alignment between the two

linked Acrs. Similarly, users can click on a bar or part of
a pie chart to obtain the corresponding list of Acrs, which
is displayed similarly to the ‘Search results’ page.

Downloading the data. The ‘Download’ page provides mul-
tiple options for users to download the database items, in-
cluding sequences and annotations of experimentally val-
idated and predicted Acrs (Figure 3D). For experimen-
tally validated Acrs, we additionally provide predicted sec-
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Figure 3. Graphical illustration of the investigation modules in AcrHub: (A) the ‘Browse’ page, (B) the ‘Search’ and ‘Search results’ pages, (C) the ‘Detailed
information’ page to describe a predicted Acr protein, (D) the ‘Download’ page and (E) the ‘Statistics’ page.

ondary structures, predicted disorder files and predicted
multiple sequence alignments.

Using functional modules to explore potential Acrs

The functional modules allow users to predict novel Acrs
and analyze their relationship to known Acrs listed in
AcrHub (Figures 1 and 4). These modules can run indepen-
dently and allow a maximum of 5 000 sequences per submis-
sion.

Prediction. AcrHub provides novel Acr predictive functions
by incorporating PaCRISPR, AcRanker and an HMM
based predictor. Accepting protein sequences as input,
PaCRISPR and AcRanker can predict novel Acrs whereas
the HMM based predictor can identify very close ho-
mologs to known Acrs. Users are provided with a check-
box so they can select one or more of the three predic-

tors to customize different prediction scenarios (Figure
4A). Submitted sequences will first be checked against the
experimentally validated Acrs, and those with successful
hits will be marked with ‘Exp.’ (i.e. Experimentally veri-
fied) and links to their ‘Detailed information’ pages (Fig-
ure 4B). The rest of the sequences will be sent to the pre-
diction engine and prediction results of the selected pre-
dictor(s) will be retrieved.

Similarity analysis. The ‘Similarity analysis’ module of
AcrHub aims to find regions of similarity between the
query proteins and experimentally validated Acrs (Fig-
ure 4C). For each of the query sequences, AcrHub will
visualize its known Acr homologs in terms of alignment
scores, and list the detailed alignment information, includ-
ing accurate alignment scores, query cover, E-value, iden-
tities and AcrHub ID (Figure 4D). Clicking any of the ex-
perimentally validated homologs will turn to its pairwise
sequence alignment against the query sequence. Clicking
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Figure 4. Graphical illustration of the functional modules in AcrHub, from (A and B) the Prediction input and results pages, (C-F) to the Relationship
analysis input and results pages.

any of the AcrHub IDs will redirect users to the ‘Detailed
information’ page for that Acr.

Phylogenetic analysis. The ‘Phylogenetic analysis’ module
aims to recognize the closest phylogenetic relationships of
query proteins with experimentally validated Acrs (Figure
4C). As a result, AcrHub presents an interactive phyloge-
netic tree, with the experimentally validated Acrs catego-
rized by their inhibited CRISPR types and the query pro-
teins highlighted in red (Figure 4E). Users can hover over
any protein of interest surrounding the query proteins to

browse the summary information for that Acr, or click it
to be redirected to its ‘Detailed information’ page.

Homology network analysis. The ‘Homology network’ anal-
ysis module aims to recognize the closest homologous
relationships between query proteins and experimentally
validated Acrs (Figure 4C). As a result, AcrHub presents
an interactive homology network (Figure 4F): the nodes
are categorized by their inhibited CRISPR types, the in-
quiry proteins are highlighted by red diamonds and links
between two nodes indicates their close relationship. Users
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can hover over any node of interest to browse the summary
information for that Acr, click it to be redirected to the
‘Detailed information’ page for that Acr, or click any link
between two nodes (if available) to display their pairwise
sequence alignment information.

Analyzing data within the pipeline

The functional modules can also run within a pipeline (Fig-
ures 1 and 4). AcrHub provides options for users to redi-
rect prediction results to relationship analysis tools easily,
as well as links to ‘Detailed information’ pages for known
Acrs homologous to the query proteins within each func-
tional module.

From prediction to relationship analysis. Following success-
ful prediction of novel Acr proteins, users have the option
to further analyze their relationship to known Acrs. This
will provide insight into the possible CRISPR types inhib-
ited or functions of the predicted Acrs. Accordingly, the
‘Prediction results’ page of AcrHub provides an option
for users to select their proteins using a specified predic-
tion threshold and redirects them to any of the three rela-
tionship analysis modules (Figure 4B and C). This batch
operation largely saves time, especially when screening a
subset of Acrs from a much larger query.

From computational results to known Acrs. The functional
modules interact well with the investigation modules (Fig-
ure 1). Within the prediction or relationship analysis re-
sults (Figure 4B and D-F), links are available that will di-
rect users to the ‘Detailed information’ pages of known
Acrs (with homology to the query proteins). This takes
full advantage of the well-annotated known Acrs listed in
AcrHub.

DISCUSSION

Deeper understanding of Acrs promises a number of real-
world applications and exciting insights into the mecha-
nisms of CRISPR-Cas systems, phage biology, and host–
pathogen interactions. We therefore developed AcrHub, an
integrative platform that consolidates the most up-to-date
list of known and putative Acrs, while providing access
to prediction and relationship analysis tools. All modules
work independently or within the AcrHub pipeline to better
assist biologists with extracting the data they need to help
design experiments and formulate interesting hypotheses.

AcrHub will be systematically updated to include newly
identified Acrs and the most up-to-date information for ex-
isting Acrs. Keeping track of the community efforts in Acr
prediction, we will continue to incorporate new Acr predic-
tors and update existing predictors once they become avail-
able. Additionally, our PaCRISPR and HMM based tools
will be periodically retrained with the rapidly accumulat-
ing Acr data. Newly predicted Acrs will also be incorpo-
rated into AcrHub by executing PaCRISPR on the ever-
expanding volume of prokaryotic and phage genomes. One
of the key features of AcrHub is its relationship analysis
modules that allow users to visualize their data, so AcrHub
will naturally incorporate additional analysis tools as new
visualization programs become available or if there is a clear
need as defined by users.
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